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A FORMAL METHOD FOR SPECIFYING COMPUTER RESOURCES IN ANJ IMPLEMENTATION INDEPENDENT MANNER
With the above rules, it is not difficult to orove that the relation defined by all oairs of orovaoly eaual terms (with or without free variables) is a congruence.
Fi nal A 1gebras
The set of terms of specific sort s in the quotient algeora defined oy a soecification (S,E) is be 'trivial* if using the axioms E, any two terms t# sort s are orovably equal. Induct on the size n of t. If n = 1> the result is oovious.
Assume true for n <= N and assume n * N ♦ I, The term t has the form t = Not(x) or And(x f y) for some terms x and y of size <= N.
If t = ^ot(x), and t evaluates to T, then Not(^ot(x)) = x evaluates to "•! = F, and x has size < = N
f therefore x is provably equal to False.
But then t = Not(x) is provably equal to Not(False)» hence provably equal to
Not(Not(True5) = True. Bergstra and Tucker also show that the set of functions computed by LOOP programs on the natural numbers compose a data tyoe which has a finite conditional soecification using final algeora semantics* out does not oossess an effective soecification of any kind using initial algebra semantics. Thus an interpretation associates the specification to a specific 'algebra', that is realized by a set of function procedures and data types in a orogram.
Similarly if t evaluates to F. If t = And(x,y)» and t evaluates to T, then
To implement a specification A in terms of another soecification B ought to mean that the sorts, operators, and properties of A ought to be imp1ementab1e from those of B. Therefore we make the following definition: Given specifications (S,E) and (S^E'), an implementation of (S,E) on (SSE'), in the sense of initial semantics, is a Poincare transformation H from the signature S to a derived signature S 1 ' of S' with the property that the homomorohism induced from Term(S) to TermCS*') is consistent with the congruences Initial(S,E) on Term(S) and Initial(S ' ,E') on TermCS*').
Or equivaIent1y, for t,t' in Term(S),
if (t, t ' ) is in Ini t i al(S,E) then (H(t),H(t')) is in Initial(S',E')
An implementation H is faithful, in initial semantics, if in fact it satisfies: (t ,t ' ) is in Ini t ial(S,E) the sense of i f and only if (H(t),H(t')) is in Initial (S* ,£') We clearly have similar definitions for implementations the sense of final semantics.
n

Theorem:
There is an imolementation of (S»E) on (S'fE 1 ) in the sense of initial (final) semantics if and only if there is a homomorohism from the initial (final) alqebra of (SrE) to a derived alqebra of the initial (final) alqeora of (S'^E').
Andf
Theorem:
There is a faithful implementation of (S^E) on (S'^E 1 ) in the sense of initial (final) semantics if and only if there is a monomorphism from the initial (final) algebra of (S,E) to a derived algebra of the initial (final) alqebra of (S' ,£'). 
